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Abstract
Let f be in the unit Disk holomorphic function with Re (f (z) > 0 and f (0) =1. For this type of function,
we studied the boundary estimate values in the unit Disk and obtained the best estimation. The Schwarz
lemma, the Schwarz-pick lemma, and the Green function for a unit Disk are all examples of lemmas.
The equality of f and g in unit disc restricted holomorphic functions under specific conditions, as well
as the relationships between the Green function for a unit disc and the Schwarz lemma, are useful tools
in this paper to achieve the goal. Moreover we have obtained that f is, subordinate to 1+Z-1-Z.
Keywords: Schwarz lemma, holomorphic function, Green function, subordinate function, auto morphisms.

Introduction
The values of certain classes of holomorphic functions that are definite from the unit disc to
the unit disc are estimated by Schwarz lemma, and Schwarz-pick lemma states that the
distance between certain functions decreases in the pseudo hyperbolic metric. The estimate
value for a specific class of holomorphic functions and their derivatives is obtained using the
aforementioned properties and the same useful relation.
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2. Research Method
The Schwarz lemma, Schwarz-pick lemma, Corollary (2),
and a specific type of Mobius transformation, Green
Function for a Domain are used as important tools in this
research paper. The Schwarz and Schwarz-Pic lemmas, as
well as their properties and relationship to the pseudo
hyperbolic metric, are introduced first. Theorem 5 and
corollary 6 show that, in the unit disk restricted function
with infinite many equal zeros, is unique. Using the
previously mentioned concepts and the Green function for
unit disk, a boundary estimate value in the unit holomorphic
function with positive real part and
was obtained.
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Lemma 3 (Schwarz-Pick)
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Remark: the expression
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Green Function for a disc
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is subordinate of

.
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(a) Since

(here is hyperbolic metric ). It means, that the distance
according to hyperbolic metric between the map of two
points of a holomorphic functions inside the unit disk
become smaller. Since:
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